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Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 

4674 US Hwy 277 

Carrizo Springs, Texas 78834 

Non-Emergency Phone(s): 432-894-1025  

Web Site: www.anadarko.com  

Pipeline Marker(s)   

 

EMERGENCY NUMBER(S):  1-877-602-2727  

About Anadarko Petroleum  

As of year-end 2015, the company had approximately 2.06 billion barrels-equivalent of proved reserves, making it one of the 
world’s largest independent oil and natural gas exploration and production companies. Anadarko employs approximately 5,800 
men and women and expects to invest between $2.6 and $2.8 billion in 2016 to find and develop the oil and natural gas resources 
that are essential to modern life.  

Products Transported and Counties Involved  

Product  Description  Health and Fire Hazards  Counties Involved  

Condensate 

 

Leak: Liquid 
Vapor: Heavier than air. Clear colorless liquid 
under pressure, hydrocarbon odor (rotten eggs). 
White cloud next to ground, noticeable gas stream 
blowing skyward, liquid collection on the ground 
and ice/frost collecting on the ground of leak site. 

Health: May contain H2S, contains benzene and 
therefore is a cancer hazard, causes eye irritation 
and skin frostbite. Asphyxiant gas; high 
concentration can displace oxygen causing the 
feeling of suffocation 

Dimmit  
La Salle  
Webb 

Crude Oil Leak: Liquid 
Vapor: Heavier than air  
Can be flammable. Dark brown spots on the 
ground, dead vegetation or an oily sheen on top of 
the ground or floating on the surface of a body of 
water may indicate the presence of a leak in a 
crude oil pipeline system. 

Health: Irritation of the eyes and skin may occur 
with exposure. Vapors may cause central nervous 
system effects.   
Fire: Crude oil is an extremely flammable liquid 
or vapor that is heavier than air. May accumulate 
in low areas, and may travel considerable 

distances to an ignition source.   

Natural Gas Leak: Gas 
Vapor: Lighter than air and will generally rise 
and dissipate. May gather in a confined space 
and travel to a source of ignition. 

Health: Will be easily ignited by heat, sparks or 
flames and will form explosive mixtures with air. 
Vapors may cause dizziness or asphyxiation 
without warning and may be toxic if inhaled at 
high concentrations. Contact with gas or liquefied 
gas may cause burns, severe injury and/or 
frostbite. 

Produced 
Water 

Leak: Liquid 
Vapor: Refers to water originating from oil and 
gas exploration, production, and/or operation 
activities.  Wight and density of produce water 
will vary depending upon geological formations 
and area it is produced. 

Health: This water may potentially contain 
entrained hydrocarbons in either liquid or 
gaseous phase, as well as, contain elevated 
levels of chlorides.  Produced water pipelines, 
gathering lines, vessels, and containers should 
be managed as flammable and in accordance 
with all state and federal laws. 

 

http://www.anadarko.com/

